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Abstract

A consistent and complete theory of the novel normal and superconducting (SC) states

of doped high-Tc superconductors (HTSC) is developed by combining the continuum model of

carrier self-trapping, the tight-binding model and the novel Fermi-Bose-liquid (FBL) model. The

ground-state energy of carriers in lightly doped HTSC is calculated within the continuum model

and adiabatic approximation using the variational method. The destruction of the long-range

antiferromagnetic (AF) order at low doping x > xc\ ~ 0.015, the formation of the in-gap states

or bands and novel (bi)polaronic insulating phases at x < xc2 — 0.06 — 0.08, and the new metal-

insulator transition at x ~ x& in HTSC are studied within the continuum model of impurity

(defect) centers and large (bi)polarons by using the appropriate tight-binding approximations.

It is found that the three-dimensional (3d) large (bi)polarons are formed at £oo/̂ o < 0.1 and

become itinerant when the (bi)polaronic insulator-to-(bi)polaronic metal transitions occur at

x = xC2- We show that the novel pseudogapped metallic and SC states in HTSC are formed

at xC2 < x < xp ~ 0.20 — 0.24. We demonstrate that the large polaronic and small BCS-like

pairing pseudogaps opening in the excitation spectrum of underdoped (xC2 < x < XBCS = 0.125),

optimally doped {XBCS < x < x0 ~ 0.20) and overdoped (x > xo) HTSC above Tc are unrelated

to superconductivity and they are responsible for the observed anomalous optical, transport,

magnetic and other properties of these HTSC. We develop the original two-stage FBL model of

novel superconductivity describing the combined novel BCS-like pairing scenario of fermions and

true superfluid (SF) condensation scenario of composite bosons (i.e. bipolarons and cooperons)

in any Fermi-systems, where the SF condensate gap Ag and the BCS-like pairing pseudogap

Af have different origins. The pair and single particle condensations of attracting 3d and two-

dimensional (2d) composite bosons are responsible for the observed second- and first-order SC

phase transitions in HTSC. We examine the relationship between the pairing pseudogap AF

and the SC gap A5 and their doping dependences. We argue that two distinct FBL scenarios

of novel superconductivity are realized in so-called fermion superconductors (overdoped HTSC)

and boson ones (underdoped and optimally doped HTSC). The formation of the stripe phases in

underdoped HTSC is discussed within the large (bi)polaron model and the novel FBL model. It

is shown that the novel normal and SC state properties of doped HTSC have not only 2d but also

essentially 3d character. The generic and relevant electronic phase diagrams of doped HTSC are

presented. The novel theory consistently and successfully explains existing experimental data.



1 Introduction

Since the discovery of high-Tc superconductivity by Bednortz and Muller [1], the normal and

superconducting (SC) state properties of high-Tc superconductors (HTSC) have studied from

the various points of view. Numerous experimental results indicate [2-16] that compared with

conventional superconductors, the doped oxide HTSC seem to behave anomalously in the normal

and SC states, especially in the underdoped and optimally doped regions. Understanding the

nature of the anomalous (or novel) normal and SC state properties of doped copper and other

oxides remains one of the central issues in condensed matter physics. Many theoretical stud-

ies devoted to this issue. These theoretical approaches are based mainly on the conventional

band formalism and Mott-Hubbard models, (see [10,17,19-22]), different BCS-like s-, p- and

d-wave pairing mechanisms (see [10,13,17,23], well-known Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC)

models [17,24-27] and so-called resonating valence band (RVB) models [10,28,29]. So far current

knowledge about the anomalous normal and SC state properties of doped oxide HTSC based

on these theoretical model is limited enough (see also [11,12]). The insulating, metallic and

SC states of these doped HTSC defy the conventional theories of insulators, metals and super-

conductors. In particular, fundamental problems such as the mechanisms responsible for the

destruction of the long-range antiferromagnetic (AF) order [2,16], the formation of so-called in-

gap states and bands [3,4,16,30], the doping and temperature-induced metal-insulator transitions

(MIT's) [16,17], the formation of the stripes [31-34] and Bose (or spin) glass phases [2,16,17], the

superconductor-insulator transition [35], the pseudogap formation and second-order SC phase

transition (at T = Tc) [8,9,12,14,17,36-39], the first-order SC phase transition well below Tc

[40-42], the non-zero density of states (DOS) inside and in the bottom of the assumed "SC" gap

[37,43,44], the presence of two distinct pseudogaps in the excitation spectrum of underdoped

and optimally doped HTSC [39,45,46] and the half-integer h/4e magnetic flux quantization [13]

in doped HTSC remain complete mysteries to these theories. The evolution of the electronic

structure of high-Tc cuprates from lightly doped insulator to underdoped metal or superconduc-

tor and then to ordinar metal in the overdoped regime raises key questions which are important

pieces of the puzzle. For example, the relationship between the SC gap and the normal state

pseudogap and their doping [18,37,38] and temperature [9,37] dependences are still unresolved.

Further, most of the existing theoretical models are restricted to a two-dimensional (2d) case

and to a rigid lattice approximation and the inherent three-dimensional (3d) properties [27,41]

and the strong electron- phonon interactions [47] characteristic for HTSC are fully ignored. The

solution of the above puzzling problems provides valuable insight into the anomalous normal

and SC state properties of doped oxide HTSC. In particular, this provides a consistent picture

of the microscopic origins of two pseudogaps and true SC gap and their crossover temperatures.

In general, it is necessary for any theory to explain properly the existing anomalies not only

above Tc, but also below Tc as well as a wealth of phenomena (e.g. transport, optical, magnetic



and other processes) and the remarkable doping and temperature dependences of the normal

and SC state properties of HTSC.

In this paper an attempt has been made to develop the consistent and adequate quantitative

theory of the novel normal and SC states of doped HTSC within the continuum model of real

(r)-space (bi)polarons [48,49], the appropriate tight-binding models and the original two-stage

Fermi-Bose-liquid (FBL) model of novel superconductivity [50,51]. First we discuss the insulat-

ing state of the undoped mother copper oxides in terms of the conventional Mott-Hubbard model

and the Zaanen- Sawatzky-Allen classification scheme [17,20]. Then we discuss the possibility

of the appearance of doped holes in the oxygen valence band and the restricted character of the

conventional Mott-Hubbard model for description of the extended states of doped holes. Fur-

ther, using the continuum model of the extrinsic and intrinsic carrier self-trapping [48,49,52], we

find that the ground states of doped holes in polar compounds are the large- and nearly small-

radius self-trapped (i.e. polaronic and bipolaronic) states. We show that the carriers in doped

HTSC are basically large multisite (bi)polarons as earlier predicted in [25,53]. At low doping the

(bi)polaronic states are formed in the charge-transfer (CT) gap of HTSC. We demonstrate that

the increasing of the doping leads to the ionization of the hydrogen-like impurity (or defect) cen-

ters and then the immediate self-trapping of the liberated carriers in a deformable lattice leads to

the formation of large and nearly small (bi)polarons. The appearance of (bi)polarons is respon-

sible for the destruction of the long-range AF order and the formation of the novel (bi)polaronic

insulating states in lightly doped HTSC. At higher doping we consider the formation possibility

of the extrinsic in-gap Hubbard bands, the extrinsic and intrinsic in-gap (bi)polaronic bands

within the appropriate tight-binding models. We show that the MIT in doped copper oxides

and other polar systems is new (bi)polaron-induced MIT and not Mott transition as accepted

now. The smooth MIT is responsible for the stripe formation in underdoped HTSC. Further,

we study the pseudogap phenomena and their effects on the transport, optical, magnetic and

other properties of the underdoped, optimally doped and overdoped HTSC on the basis of the

novel FBL model [50,51]. We demonstrate that in the excitation spectrum of the underdoped

and optimally doped HTSC the small BCS-like pairing pseudogap [50] and the large polaronic

pseudogap [51] exist not only above Tc but also below Tc. This pseudogaps are unrelated to

the SC gap. We argue that the novel superconductivity is driven by the superfluid (SF) con-

densations (i.e. single particle condensation (SPC) and pair condensation (PC)) of attracting

composite bosons (Cooper pairs and bipolarons) but not by any pairing mechanisms of holes

or electrons as accepted almost in all existing theories of superconductivity. The distinctive

temperature dependences of the pairing pseudogap and the SC gap are discussed. The doping

dependences of the two normal state crossover temperatures, SC transition temperature Tc,

two pseudogaps and true SC gap are studied in detail. As a result, the complete and relevant

temperature-doping phase diagrams of doped copper oxides are presented and their distinctive

features are discussed. We demonstrate that the developed theory is in good agreement with



existing experimental results.

2 Electronic structure of undoped copper oxides

In undoped cuprates, the Cu2+ ion is surrounded by ligand oxygen ions O2~ with an octahedron

configuration. The copper d state has fivefold degeneracy which is lifted by the cubic, tetragonal

and orthorhombic crystal fields [17,20]. The low-lying t<ig and d3z2_r2 states are fully occupied,

whereas the highest dx2_y2 state is half filled. Therefore, the single-band Hubbard model was

choosen as the stating point for discription of the normal and SC state physics in high-Tc cuprates

[10,17]. However, the another possible physical picture for copper oxides is the hibridization

effect of the copper d orbitals and the oxygen p orbitals. In this case the copper d and the

oxygen p orbitals form well separated bonding, non-bonding (NB) and antibonding (AB) bands

and the Fermi level lies in the NB band [54]. The p-d model seems to be more suitable for

description of the undoped copper oxides. The hamiltonian of the p-d model can be written as

[17,20,54]

ja

+Ud]Tndl^ndii + Up^2n
PjtnPJl + Vpd H ndiripj, (1)

where ed, ep and tpd are the energies of the hole in the copper dx2_y2 and oxygen pa orbitals

and the hopping matrix element between Cu and O orbitals, respectively, Ud, Up and Vpd are

the energies of the Coulomb repulsion on Cu and O sites and the nearest-neighbor Coulomb

repulsion between these sites, respectively, dfa(dia) and p^a(pja) are the d- and p-hole creation

(annihilation) operators at the i-th and j-th sites, respectively with spin c, ndl = d^adxa and nPj =

PtcrPJa a r e *ne n u m D e r operators corresponding to the copper dx2_y2 and oxygen pa orbitals, and

< ij > denotes the summation over all nearest-neighbor sites. The case Ud = Up = Vpd — 0 (i.e.

when there are no electron-electron correlations) corresponds to the conventional one-electron

band structure and the valence band (i.e. AB band) is twofold degenerate, and therefore, is half-

field. This degeneracy of the valence band is lifted by the strong Coulomb repulsion Ud with the

formation of the lower filled and the upper empty Hubbard bands. Hamiltonian (1) shows that

the electronic structure of the undoped transition metal oxides at ep — ed = Apflr > Ud corresponds

to the Mott-Hubbard type insulators. While at Ud > Apd the lower Hubbard band (LHB) lies

below the oxygen p band. In such a case, the minimum CT excitation gap ACT is formed

between the upper Hubbard band (UHB) and fully occupied oxygen p band. According to the

Zaanen-Sawatzky-Allen classification scheme [17,20,22] the undoped transition metal oxides at

Ud > Apd are called CT type insulators. Various experimental results show [20,22,55] that the

resonable values of parameters are Ud ~ 10 eV, Up ~ Ud/2 ~ 5eV, tpd ~ 1.5 eV, Apd ~ 2 - 3 e F ,

Vpd ~ 2 eV. So, the undoped cuprates are typical CT insulators with the long-range AF order

of copper d spins (d9). We believe that the same single-band or three-band Hubbard models



describing the electronic structure of the undoped cuprates cannot be applied to the doped

compounds in which the doped carriers can be delocalized just as in semiconductors (e.g. Si

and Ge). For this reason, the adequate description of the electronic structure of doped cuprates

and other oxides requires more reliable and realistic theoretical approaches.

3 Electronic structure of doped copper oxides

The ground state of doped carriers and the electronic structure of the doped polar compounds are

still unresolved issues in condensed matter physics. In order to resolve these puzzling problems,

we take La2-xSrxCu0\ (LSCO) as a typical doped oxide high-Tc superconductor. In the

undoped parent compound the valence band is formed predominantly by oxygen p states with

some admixture of copper d states, whereas the conduction band (i.e. UHB) is formed mainly

by copper d states with some admixture of oxygen p states. This CT insulator can be doped

with holes by substituting of impurity ions for host lattice ions or by excees oxygen atoms. As

a result, the valence band of these compounds (e.g. LSCO and YBa2Cu^Oi-% (YBCO)) is

occupied by doped holes just as in doped semiconductors Si and Ge.

3.1 In-gap impurity states and bands

The doped holes are trapped by impurity (or defect) potentials and are localized first around

the substitional ions or the oxygen vacancies (i.e. in YBCO). The stability of such an impurity

(or a defect)-bound hole system in the phonon fields depends on the character of the hole-defect,

defect-phonon and hole-phonon interactions [52]. Now we calculate the ground state energies of

such an interacting system within the continuum model of extrinsic carrier self-trapping in doped

HTSC. As is well known, in polar compounds both short- and long-range electron-phonon and

defect-phonon interaction coexist. Then the total energies of the one-electron (hole) impurity

center is given by the following functional [52]

h _ , _ „, s Ze
VsD6(r) - ip(r)d3r +

2m*

EdD6{r)] A{r)d3r + f [-e^2(r) + ZeS(r)] ip(r)d3r + y f A2(r)d3rj
/ 2 3 (2)

where ip(r) is the one-electron wave function, m* is the effective mass of a carrier, Vs£> is the

short-range defect potential, Ze is the charge of a defect, £oo is the high frequency dielectric

constant, Ed and E^D are deformation potentials of a carrier and a defect, respectively, A(r) and

<p(r) are the elastic dilation and electrostatic potential, respectively characterizing the lattice

deformation and polarization, K is an elastic constant, e = £oo/(l — v)i V = Soo/̂ o, £o is the

static dielectric constant.



The total energy of the two-electron (hole) impurity center can be calculated with and

without inclusion of the interelectron correlation. First we ignore this correlation effect. Then

the total energy of the two-carrier impurity center E2{^, A, tp} is given by simple doubling the

terms with ^2(r) in Eq.(2) and adding the Coulomb repulsion energy

• 2 , (3)
x>ki -r2\

where ^ ( H , ^ ) is the two-electron wave function approximated by a product ip(ri)ifi(r2). Min-

imization of the functionals Ei{ip, A, </?} and E2{^,A,ip} first with respect to A(r) and </?(r)

and then with respect to a trial wave function choosen in the simple form [52]

ip(r) = (aV2/ao)3^2exp[-n(ar/ao)2}, (4)

gives the following functionals

Er(a) = B[a2 - gsa
3 - gia] (5)

and

where B = 3-KTI2/2m*a2
n gs = psz,(l + bs), 9l = 9IL{^ - V + vk), Gs = 9SL(2 + bs), Gi =

glL{\ ~2r, + r)b[), gSL = E2
d/2Ka2

0B, glL = e2/eooa0B, bs = 2^2[(EdD/Ed) - (KVsD/E2),

bi = 22/3Z, a is the variational parameter characterizing the localization degree of a carrier, ao

is the lattice constant.

The functionals (5) and (6) have the minimums at a = ap = [1 — y/1 — 3gsgi\/3gs < 1 and

a = ai) = [1 — \ / l — 3GsGi]/3Gs < 1, respectively. These minimums of the functionals (5) and

(6) corresponding to the formation of large-radius ap > ao delocalized (D) impurity (defect)

states are determined from the relations [56]

Ei(aD) = ^ 2 [2 - 9gs9l - 2(1 - 3gs9lf
/2} (7)

[2 - 9G'Gi - 2(1 - 3GSG^2} , (8)

and

respectively.

The functionals (5) and (6) may have other minimums at a = ax ~ 1 corresponding to the

formation of the nearly small-radius ai — ao localized (L) impurity states. It should be noted

that the contribution of the long-range screening potential Ze2/ir in (2) reduces the impurity

Coulomb potential -Ze2/eoor into -Ze2/eor (see [25,52]).

Now we take into account the intercarrier correlation. After minimization of the functionals

Ei{ip,A,ip} and E2{ty,A,(p} with respect to A and 9? we obtain the functional depending on

ip and ^. We choose the trial wave function \I/ in the form

a2(r2 + r2)}, (9)



where 0 and a the variational parameters, N = (V2a/a0)
3/yjC\{(5), Ci(0) = 1 + 30 + 1502/4,

cr2 = -no? JOQ. rj2 is the relative distance between the carriers which have the coordinates T\ and

Calculation of the integrals in the obtained functional JEr2{̂ r} gives

E2(a,0) = 2 B ^ | [a2 - Cs(0)a3 - (10)

where

C2(0) Ci(0)C2(0).

3 + (23745/4096)/3
4,

. d ( 0 ) C 2 ( 0 ) C 2 ( 0 ) J ' ^' "ll

C2(0) = l + 20 + 1302/4, C3(0) = 1 + (9/2)0 + (3O9/32)02

CA{d) = l + (3/2)/3 + (15/16)/9
2. C-0(p) = 1+ 60 +(261/16)/32 + (1437/64)/?3 + (28185/2048)^,

C6(p) = l + 5/3 + (35/4)02, C7{P) = 1 + (11/2)0 + (449/32)/32+ (23O1/128)03 + (43545/4O96)04.

The conditions for the formation of the stable D and metastable L or stable L and metastable

D states of one- and two-carrier impurity centers are defined as E\(a£>) < E\{ai). £2(00) <

E2{aL) and Ex{aD) > Ei{aL), E2(aD) > E2(aL), respectively. At bs < 0 (i.e. EdD < 0) the

short-range impurity potential is repulsive and it can be considered like a hard core (see also

[52]). In this case the carrier-phonon interactions around the impurity ion (e.g. Sri+ in LSCO)

or defect (i.e. oxygen vacancy in YBCO) are suppressed by the short-range repulsive defect

potential. Therefore, at bs < 0 a rigid lattice model is a good approximation and the impurity

states can be described properly by the hydrogen-like model [51]. In particular, in LSCO the

substitutional impurity ion Sr2+ with radius larger than the host ion La3+ [2] has negative EdD

[52] and the situation bs < 0 is realized. While the sign of the E^D is not definite for a vacancy.

Apparently, the oxygen vacancy in YBCO and other oxide HTSC has also negative Ejp. So, at

bs < 0 using the simple hydrogen-like model for description of the acceptor centers and in-gap

impurity states in doped HTSC is well justified. Then in the lightly doped HTSC the in-gap

impurity bands are formed as the extrinsic lower and Hubbard bands. The ionization energy E\

and the Bohr radius an of the localized impurity states are given by

El ~ 13.6 (—) — eV (11)
\ e j meeff

and

where eefj is the effective dielectric constant.

The hydrogenic impurity centers can form a simple superlattice with lattice constant a and

long-range AF order [51]. If the half bandwidth of the impurity band Wj/2 = Jf(z) determined

in terms of the tight-binding model exceeds Ej, the half-filled impurity band merges with the

valence band and the ionization of impurity centers occurs, where J = h2/2m*a2 is the transfer

energy of the tight-binding model, f(z) is any function which can be approximated as f(z) = z.



z is the coordination number (for cubic lattice z = 6). For Sr2+ ion in LSCO and oxygen

vacancy in YBCO, we can assume Z = 1 and Z = 1.5, respectively. The band mass of carriers

in HTSC is about m* ~ (1.4 — 2.0)me [16,57] and we take 771* ~ 1.5me. We believe that

the simple approximation ee// — (5 — 7)£oo is more suitable for doped cuprates with rj << 1

(e.g. £oo = 2 - 7 [2,25,58] and e0 = 22 - 105 [16,25,57-59]). For other oxides (i.e. NiO, TiO2

and SrTiO3) different approximations are discussed (see [60]), but these approximations are

unserviceable for oxide HTSC. So, assuming e^ ~ 5 and eeff = hSoo we obtain Ej ~ 0.032eF

and 0^ = 8.3A for the Sr acceptor in LSCO. For YBCO the relation eejf ~ 7eoo seems to be

reasonable approximation and assuming £00 = 4.5 [2] we find E] ~ 0.045eF and an ~ 7.4A. The

above presented values of Ej and a# are close to the observed values of Ej ~ 0.02 — 0.035eF and

a// ~ 8A for acceptor centers in HTSC [16]. While the values of the critical doping concentration

xci = nc\jna ~ 0.014 in LSCO calculated by using the relation Jf(z) = Ej is also close to the

observed doping value xc\ = 0.02 [2,16,17] for destruction of the AF order, where ncl = 1/Vj

and na — 1/Va, Vj = a3 ~ IO4A3 is the volume per one impurity center, Va = 137A3 is the

volume per C11O2 unit in the orthorhombic LSCO.

Now the question, whether a MIT for a Hubbard model exists -an unresolved problem. Here

we show the irrelevance of the Mott transition to the MIT and to the destruction of the AF

order in doped cuprates. In the lightly doped HTSC the hydrogenic impurity states form the

extrinsic lower and upper Hubbard bands in the CT gap. In such systems the acceptors give

rise to an impurity band very close in energy to the valence band. In some infrared spectra the

in-gap states have two components, one with finite energy and one almost with zero energy (see

[61]). The latter can be assigned to the above impurity states, whereas the former should be

attributed to the (bi)polaronic states (see below). In order to determine the energy gap between

the extrinsic Hubbard bands, we calculate the Coulomb repulsive energy U between two carriers

with antiparallel spins on the same impurity center using the variational method. The screening

effects due to the presence of two carriers on the same impurity center lead to the decreasing of

the total charge of this impurity. For this reason, we can assume that the two-carrier hydrogenic

impurity has any effective or incomplete charge Z*. The ground state energy of such an impurity

E2{Z*) depends on Z*. Here we omit the standard variational calculation of the E2{Z*) and

present the final result:
e2

E2{Z*) = Z*{Z* - 2 Z + 5/8) . (13)

Minimizing E2(Z*) with respect to Z* gives Z* = Z - 5/16. Then the Mott-Hubbard gap is

given by
r r p^ 10

U= V>i>i) VL(^)c/3nd3r2 = TZ*Er, (14)
J J ZeffTu 8

where Ei = e2/2ee}}aH, 4>ls{r) = 1/^{Z*/aHf/2exp{-Z*/aH).

At Z = 1 we obtain U ~ 0.86-E1/. The proper criterion for Mott transition should be



determined from the relation

zh2

Ej = U ~ 0.86£/ or =• ~ 0.86f?/, (15)
m*a2

from which, we obtain the following criterion for Mott transition

nlJzaH ^ y/0A3/z. (16)

At z = 6 we find
nlj3att ~ 0.27. (17)

The same criterion was also obtained in [62] within the another approach. At a# ~ 8A the

critical doping concentration xm in LSCO calculated from the Mott criterion (17) is about

xm ~ 0.0055 which is much lower than the above value xc = 0.02. It means that the Mott

transition in doped cuprates is unrelated to the destruction of the AF order and to the MIT

which occurs at more higher doping level xc ~ 0.05 — 0.07 [2,16,17,32]. It is believed [51] that

at bs < 0 the MIT in doped cuprates is intrinsic (bi)polaronic MIT.

3.2 In-gap (bi)polaronic states and bands

At Wi = U (or x = xm — 0.0055) the upper and lower (singly-occupied) Hubbard bands

would merge and they form the doubly-occupied half-filled ordinary band with half-bandwidth

Wj/{2) ~ 0.43£7. So, the energy gap between this half-filled impurity band and valence band

or the ionization energy of the acceptor is about Ej — Wj/2 = 0.57E1/. Further, with increasing

doping level x up to xc\ ~ 0.02, the minimum ionization energy of the impurity center decreases

and becomes zero when the half-filled impurity band merges with the valence band. At x > xc\

the liberated carriers are immediately self-trapped in a deformable lattice between the impurity

sites due to the strong short- and long-range electron-lattice interactions. The electron-lattice

interactions in doped HTSC lead to the formation of large D and nearly small L (bi)polarons.

Several theoretical approaches to the problem of a large D (bi)polaron in HTSC have been

proposed so far [25,48,49,57], but there are no sufficient quantitative calculations (some numerical

calculations for the tetragonal phase of HTSC are carried out in [48]) for HTSC. Now we calculate

the formation possiblity of the large D (bi)polarons in doped 3d cuprates. In order to find the

ground state energy of the interacting electron-lattice system, in (5), (6) and (10) we assume

bs = 0 and Z = 0. Then we obtain the following functionals of the total energies of polarons

and bipolarons (with and without intercarrier correlation)

Ep(a) = B[a2 - gsa
3 - gia] (18)

EB{a) = 2B[a2 - Gsa
3 - Gta] with /3 = 0 (19)

and

EB(a) - 2B^^ [a2 - Gs(/3)a3 - Gtifia] with /3 ̂  0 (20)
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where gs = gsL, gt = glL(\ - 77), Gs = 2gsLl Gt = giL(l - 2r/),

C5(f3) 2r,C7(P)
K) gi

The conditions for the formation of the large D polaron and bipolaron can be written in the

forms

EB(aD) - 2Ep(aD) > 0, (21)

and

EB(aD) - 2Ep(aD) < 0, (22)

respectively.

The binding energies of large D polarons and bipolarons and the energy of large bipolarons

are defined as EP(D) = \Ep(aD)\ and EbB(D) = \EB{aD) - 2Ep{aD)\ and EB{D) = \EB{aD)\,

respectively. Another characteristic parameter of the (bi)polaron theory is the ratio RbB(D) =

EbB(D)/2Ep(D). Here we demonstrate the formation possibility of large D (bi)polarons in the

orthorhombic cuprates, where the Cu2 + — O2~ — Cu2+ bond length along c-axis can be choosen

as the lattice constant. So, we can take ao ~ 6̂ 4, m* ~ 1.5me [57], £00 = 5 [2,16,25]. According

to the spectroscopic data the bandwidth of the valence band of these compounds or the Fermi

energy is about EF ~ 7eV [63-65]. The value of Ed is estimated as Ed = (2/3)EF ~ 4.666eF.

Then at K ~ 1.4 • 1012dyn/cm2 [2,66] we obtain B ~ 0.666eF, gs = 0.0865, gt = 0.72(1 - 77),

Gs = 0.173 and Gi = 0.72(1 — 2r/). The values of 77 characteristic for cuprates are 77 ~ 0.01 — 0.1.

Our calculations show that in doped cuprates the formation of a 3d- large D bipolaron without

electron correlation is possible only for 77 < 0.01. While, the formation of such a bipolaron with

electron correlation is possible for 77 < 0.1 (see Table 1). However, the formation of a small L

polaron and bipolaron in doped 3d orthorhombic cuprates is impossible. As the D and L states

of 3d- (bi)polarons in these compounds are separated by very high potential barrier. In a 2d

electronic system, there is no potential barrier between the D and L states of (bi)polarons (see

also [25]). Therefore, in doped orthorhombic cuprates the formation of a small L (bi)polaron is

possible in the CuC>2 layer.

If in any polar compound the value of gs much larger than 0.1, the formation of a large D

bipolaron becomes possible in the range 0 < 77 < 77C = 0.193 [49]. The formation of a large D

bipolaron in a wide range is possible only in a 2d electronic system [67]. The scaling relation

between the ground state energies of 2d and 3d bipolarons has the form [68]

E2B(aD) = \{~?EZB(aD). (23)

According to [68] the formation of a large Pekar's bipolaron (at gs = 0) in a 3d electronic

system is possible for rj < r]c — 0.31. However, this result disagrees with other theoretical results

77C = 0.125 - 0.140 (at gs = 0) [45,49,57].
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Table 1: The calculated values of the parameters of large 3d (bi)polarons with electron correla-
tion in doped orthorhombic cuprates.

V
0.00
0.02
0.04
0.06
0.08
0.10

Ep(D)eV
0.08942
0.08581
0.08229
0.07884
0.07547
0.07217

EB(D)eV
0.22398
0.20862
0.19397
0.17991
0.16654
0.15370

EbB
0.04515
0.03699
0.02939
0.02223
0.01560
0.00935

RbB
0.25249
0.21555
0.17860
0.14099
0.10332
0.06479

Now there is serious problem in describing excitations in lightly doped cuprates [2,16,17].

If the insulating state of these materials is considered as the state of the Mott insulator with

the AF ordering, then it is difficult to describe the insulating behavior of lightly doped cuprates

above the Neel temperature T/v [2,16,17]. The puzzling insulating state of lightly doped cuprates

above T/v can be understood properly on the basis of the above theory of large (bi)polarons.

As x is increased, the ionization of the hydrogenic impurity centers occurs and the formation of

polarons and bipolarons leads to the destruction of the long-range AF order. We believe that

the value of T/v can be estimated as T/v ~ EJ/HB (where ks is the Boltzmann constant). The

above presented results show that the ionization energies of the hydrogenic impurity centers in

LSCO and YBCO are about Er ~ 0.03eF and ~ 0.045eF, respectively. Therefore, we obtain

TN ~ EilkB ^ 350iC and TN ~ 522K for LSCO and YBCO, respectively. These values of

T/v are consistent with the experimental values of T/v — (300 — 325)K and ~ 500-K" observed in

LSCO and YBCO, respectively [2,16]. The characteristic energies of large D (bi)polarons EP{D),

EB{D) and E^siD) should be manifested in optical absorption spectra of doped HTSC. Indeed,

the values of EI,B{D) (see Table 1) are close to the observed energy gaps ~ 0.03 — 0.05eF in

the electronic spectra of HTSC [2,5,8,9,14-16,36,69,70]. These values of EbB{D) correspond also

to the absorption peaks of the far-infrared transmission spectra observed at 0.013 — 0.039eF in

YBCO [70]. While, the values of EP{D) ~ O.leF and EB(D) ~ 0.2eF are consistent with the

energies of the in-gap states observed in doped cuprates at ~ 0.1 - 0.2eF [2,16,45,71]. Other

in-gap states observed in many oxide HTSC at ~ 0.5 — 0.7eF [2,15,16] can be ascribed to the

energy levels of large D bipolarons which are formed in the 2d CuO2 layer. As can be seen from

(23) the localized in-gap states of these bipolarons (at gs = 0) are expected to be much (nearly

four times) deeper than such states of the large D bipolarons in a 3d electronic system.

Now we consider the (bi)polaron-induced MIT. We assume that the polarons just as impurity

centers form any superlattice with the lattice constant ap. In the case EB{CID) < 2Ep{au) a

large D bipolaron can exist and be energetically stable with respect to two separate large D

polarons. If EB(CID) > ^Ep(au) a large D bipolaron is energetically unstable with respect to

decomposition into two separate large polarons. In this case the overlapping of the doubly-

occupied half-filled polaronic band with valence band leads to the new MIT. As the carriers
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density increases, first the carriers occupy the low energy bound states or polaronic states.

As soon as all these states were filled at n = nC2 (or x = X&), the carriers start to occupy

the itinerant states and the transition of the system from the insulating phase to the metallic

phase occurs. So, the dissociation of large D bipolarons and the subsequent overlapping of

the douply-occupied half-filled polaronic band with the valence band lead to the (bi)polaronic

MIT. In other words, the MIT driven by the strong electron-phonon interactions (or carrier

localization) is possible when the kinetic energy of polarons exceeds their binding energy Ep(D).

We assume that the polarons form any superlattice and the bandwidth of the polaronic band

can be determined within the tight-binding approximation. Then the criterion for the new

(bi) polaronic MIT is defined as

Jf(z) = EP(D) (24)

or at f(z) = z — 6 this criterion can be written as

3ft2

m*al
= EP{D), (25)

from which we find the critical doping value

nc2 = ±r = a~3 = (m;Ep(D)/3h2)3/2, (26)
vp

where m* is the effective mass of a large D polaron. The calculated values of nc2 and xc2 = nc/na

by using the values of na = 7.3-1021cm~3, m* ~ 2me [16] and EP(D) for different 77 are presented

in Table 2.

4 Novel pseudogapped normal state

The origin of the anomalous metallic state of high-Tc cuprates is still controversial. The un-

derdoped (xC2 < x < x0), optimally doped (x = xo) and even some overdoped (x > xo) HTSC

above the SC transition temperature Tc show various anomalous transport, magnetic, optical

and other properties which are far from the conventional Fermi-liquid behaviors, especially in

the underdoped and optimally doped regimes. One of such anomalous properties of hole-doped

HTSC is the linear temperature dependence of the resistivity p observed above a certain lower

crossover temperature T* > Tc in contrast to the T2 law expected in the conventional Fermi-

liquid. This T-linear behavior of the resistivity is not yet fully understood. The downward

deviation of the resistivity from T-linear behavior observed below T* in the underdoped and op-

timally doped HTSC [17,72,73] is another intriguing aspect. The magnetic susceptibility x a nd

the electronic entropy Se these HTSC start to decrease below a certain upper crossover temper-

ature To [12,39]. Further, \ a nd Se decrease more sharply as the temperature is lowered below

T*. In some overdoped HTSC the resistivity shows the normal metallic (i.e. T2-low) behavior

(see [73]. The above anomalous normal state properties of underdoped and optimally doped

HTSC are discussed now in terms of the different pseudogap models [17,45,46]. The existence
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Table 2: The critical
cuprates at different 77.

•n
nc 1021cm"3

XC2

doping

0.00
0.689
0.065

concentrations

0.02
0.645
0.068

for (bi)polaronic MIT

0.04
0.608
0.073

0.06
0.570
0.078

in orthorhombic

0.08
0.536
0.083

high-Tc

0.10
0.500
0.088

of a normal state pseudogap in HTSC were originally predicted as the spin-gap [10,74-76], the

AF pseudogap [46,77], the phase fluctuations of the SC order parameter or the SC pairing pseu-

dogap intimately related to the SC gap [78-80] and the novel fluctuationless BCS-like (or non

- SC) pairing pseudogap unrelated to the SC gap [50,51,53]. The BEC-BCS crossover picture

[27] is identical to the SC phase fluctuation scenario. By now very extensive and contradictory

literature has developed on this subject. In the last years two distinctive pseudogaps opening

in the excitation spectrum of underdoped and optimally doped HTSC at different crossover

temperatures well above Tc are also discussed [17,45,46,51]. The understanding of the origins of

so-called large (or high energy) and small (or low-energy) pseudogaps and the effects of these

pseudogaps on the normal state properties of doped cuprates represents a serious challenge for

a successful theory.

4.1 Formation of a large polaronic pseudogap

The formation of a polaronic superlattice and band with a finite bandwidth restores the transla-

tional symmery. At higher doping x > x& the Bloch-like motion of polarons (or dressed carriers)

can occur in this superlattice or polaronic band, whereas the free hole (electron) states of the

valence (conduction) band become the excited states. At x > xC2 the Fermi level of a new po-

laronic band lies in the valence (or conduction) band below the ordinary Fermi level of the free

electron band. Therefore, the single-particle spectrum of doped HTSC has a pseudogap (i.e.,

reduction of the DOS near the ordinary Fermi energy) in the normal state. In this case, the large

polarons form a degenerate polaronic Fermi-gas (or Fermi-liquid). The strong carrier-phonon

interactions lead to the lowering of the electron (or hole) energy (i.e. the chemical potential is

shifted) by the value Ap or to the polaronic shift of the valence (conduction) band states with

opening high-energy polaronic pseudogap Ap near the ordinary Fermi surface. So, the ordinary

large Fermi surface transforms into the small polaronic one. With decreasing x from x > xC2, the

polaronic pseudogap transforms into the polaronic insulating gap at x < xC2- With increasing

x from xC2, the Coulomb repulsion between polarons increases in the metallic state and it leads

to the decreasing of the polaronic pseudogap which can be determined from the relation

AP = Ep - e2/seffRp, (27)

where Rp is the distance between two polarons.

The crossover temperature Tp below which opens the polaronic pseudogap in the excitation
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spectrum of doped HTSC can be estimated as

kBTP ~ AP. (28)

At Ap = 0 we can find the polaronic quantum critical point x = xp from the relations (27) and

(28). This quantum critical point separates two types of Fermi liquids (i.e. Landau and polaronic

Fermi liquids). At Ep ~ 0.07eF and e e / / = 25 we find Rp ~ 8.334, xp = Va/Vp ~ 0.24 (where

1^ = i ^ ~ 57043). For Ep < 0.07eF we obtain xp ~ 0.20. Many experiments (see [17,37,45,81-

83]) have provided evidence for the presence of a finite pseudogap in the overdoped LSCO (with

x ~ 0.20-0.22). Transport measurements on overdoped LSCO have show that the characteristic

pseudogap temperature TPQ is much greater than Tc for x = 0.22 [83] and become equal to Tc

well into the overdoped regims. The above experimental results indicate that a finite pseudogap

observed for x = 0.20 — 0.22 vanishes at more higher doping level x > 0.22. It is quite likely

that such a pseudogap in LSCO is the polaronic pseudogap and disappears at x = xp ~ 0.24

(cf. experimental results in [84]) in accordance with our prediction. In this HTSC the polaronic

pseudogap temperature Tp —> 0 at x —> 0.20 — 0.24 (see also [51]). Recently, a large pseudogap

was observed in different experiments [37,45]. So, the origin of a large pseudogap observed

in underdoped, optimally doped and overdoped HTSC can be understood properly within the

large D polaron model [48,51]. While the binding energy of a small polaron EP{L) = \EP(L)\

is expected to be much larger than O.leF [48]. According to [85] the binding energy of small

polarons is about ~ leV. In this case the value of xp should be much larger than 0.24. So,

the above pseudogap observed in the excitation spectrum of underdoped, optimally doped and

overdoped HTSC cannot be related to the small L polarons.

At T < Tp these HTSC are polaronic metals. They become ordinary metals above the

polaronic pseudogap temperature Tp. It is believed that the tetragoral-to-orthorhombic phase

transition is also closely related to the ordinary metal-to-polaronic metal (PM) transition at

x = xp (for T = 0). Indeed, in LSCO the tetragonal-to-orthorhombic transition occurs at

x ~ 0.21 [86] which is close to the above value of xp — 0.20 — 0.24. Resent experimental results

[47] are also indicative of the presence of the strong electron-phonon coupling in HTSC and

support our results.

4.2 Formation of a small BCS-like non-superconducting pairing pseudogap

At x < xv the attractive interaction of large D polarons leads to their BCS-like non - SC pairing

well above Tc with the formation of fc-space large bipolarons. This novel fluctuationless BCS-like

pairing scenario above Tc was proposed in [50,53]. The Hamiltonian of the polaronic Fermi-gas

with the pair interaction between particles has the form [50]

HF = £ > ( / c ) - HF)4acka + ^Y, VF(k - k')4fc-kic-k'iCk'^ (29)
ka Z " fc.fc'
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where e(k) = h2k2/2mp is the kinetic energy of polarons, \xF is the chemical potential, c^a{cka)

is the creation (annihilation) operators of these polarons in the state \ka >, k and a are their

wave vector and spin indices, respectively, VF{k — k') is the pair interaction potential (which has

both an attractive and a repulsive part) between large polarons, f2 is the volume of the system.

The Hamiltonian (29) is diagonalized by the standard Bogolubov transformation of Fermi

operators. As a result, the elementary excitations in the normal state are well defined quasipar-

ticles with dispersion

EF(k) = ^Je2(k)+Al(k), (30)

where the kinetic energy of polarons e(k) is measured relative to the chemical potential (including

Hartree-Fock energy), AF(k) is the BCS-like pairing pseudogap determined from

In order to find the pairing pseudogap AF and the characteristic pseudogap (or crossover)

temperature, we use the BCS-like approximation for VF(k,k') [50]

f VFR - VFA if c(fc), e(k') < EFA = EbB + huo
VF(k -k') = \ VFR if EFA < c(fc'), e(k') < EFR (32)

lO iie(k) or e(k') > EFR,

where EFA and EFR are the cutoff parameters for an attractive VFA (which has both the

phonon- and polaron-bag attracting parts) and a repulsive VFR parts of the potential VF(k, k'),

respectively, hu) is the characteristic phonon energy, EFA « EFR.

Using the approximation (32), we obtain the following relations for the BCS-like pairing

pseudogap AF, crossover temperature TF and ratio gF = 2AF/kBTF:

AF = {EbB + hu)/sinh [l/DFVF] ,

kBTF ~ \.U{EbB + hoj)exp [-1/DFVF] (33)

and

9F = 3.52, (34)

where VF = VFA — VFR[1 + DFVFRln(EFR/EFA)]~ and DF are the effective interaction po-

tential and DOS in the polaronic band, respectively.

It should be noted that in many pairing theories the important and crucial link between

the (bi)polaronic effect (i.e. bipolaron binding energy E(,B) and the BCS-like pairing of carriers

is not yet established (see also [67]). In this respect, the above presented pairing theory of

polarons is a more general (i.e. generalized) BCS-like theory taking into account not only

the combined polaron- and phonon-bag mediated processes but also the novel normal- state

pairing of dressed carriers. In the absence of the (bi)polaronic effect that takes place in many

low-Tc superconductors, we expect a pure BCS picture with EbB = 0. The prefactor in (33)

and (34) is nearly doping independent. As the value of E^B decreases with inereasing x and
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in the overdoped region EbB = 0, whereas the characteristic phonon frequency u decreases

towards x —> 0 due to phonon softening [87]. In underdoped and optimally doped HTSC,

TF » Tc and TF > Tc, respectively, but in overdoped HTSC, TF = Tc [50,51]. By taking

EI,B — 0.046^, hu ~ 0.02eF and DpVp — 0.5 for slightly underdoped and moderate optimally

doped LSCO, we find TF > 100K. Further, assuming EbB ~ 0.02eF, hu ~ 0.04eF and

VFDF ~ 0.25 for overdoped regime (n — n0), we obtain TF ~ 40K. With decreasing n, the value

of VFDp increases as n~2//3 [50] and the binding energy 2A/? of A;-space polaron pairs tends to

the binding energy of r-space polaron pairs EbB + h,uj in the strong coupling limit VFDF > 0.7

[49,50]. Therefore, in LSCO the BCS-like pairing pseudogap temperature TF rapidly increases

from ~ 4QK (overdoped regime) to TF ~ (EbB + hw)/ks — 700K (lightly doped regime with

EbB + hw — 0.06eF). These our results (see Fig.l) are in good agreement with the experimental

findings in LSCO [7,39]. So, in underdoped and optimally doped HTSC the BCS-like pairing

state of carriers is the novel metallic state but not the SC state. According to the two-stage FBL

scenarios of novel superconductivity [50,51] the BCS-like pairing of carriers with flux periods

h/2e, diamagnetic effect and without superconductivity can occur at TF > Tc. Indeed, the

observed flux periods h/2e and diamagnetic state above Tc in HTSC [88] are well consistent

with the above predictions of the FBL model. The value of £oo in YBCO is smaller than in

LSCO (see [58]). Therefore, in YBCO the values of EbB and TF for large D bipolarons are

expected to be greater than in LSCO. In Fig. 2, the temperature dependences of the polaronic

and BCS-like pseudogaps in underdoped, optimally doped and overdoped HTSC are illustrated.

4.3 Transport properties of large (bi)polarons

The normal state properties of doped HTSC are expected to be sensitive to the formation of

the (bi)polaronic pseudogaps. We consider the large D polarons in underdoped and optimally

doped HTSC as the degenerate polaronic Fermi-gas in the temperature range TF < T < Tp

and the large bipolarons forming below the BCS-like pseudogap temperature (Tp > Tc) as the

non-degenerate Bose-gas (BG). Further, we argue that the large D polarons and bipolarons are

scattered by the acoustic phonons and impurities (or defects) below Tp and Tp, respectively

and have quite different transport properties. The large D polarons existing at relatively high

temperature T > Tp are strongly scattered by the same phonons that lead to the polaron

formation. It is believed [25] that the mobility of a large polaron is similar in magnitude

and temperature dependence to that produced by the scattering of a free electron on acoustic

phonons. So, it is reasonable to assume that a large polaron nearly moves as a free particle.

Then the scattering probability of large D polarons on acoustic phonons can be calculated by

using the well-known relation

P(k,k') = y l < f\He-ph\i > \26{Ef - Ei), (35)
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where He-Vh = Ylk q Vqiaq ~ aqh)ct+qck/^1^2 ls the operator of the electron-phonon interaction,

Vq = iqEd(h/2Mojq)
ll2. ujq is the phonon frequency with wave vector q, M is the mass of the

unit cell, N is the number of the unit cells, a+(aq) is the creation (annihilation) operator of

the phonon, 8(Ej — Ei) — 8(ek — ek+q ± hu>Q) is the delta function which determines the energy

conservation laws. If the wave function of the interacting system in the initial state has the form

\i >= ipkRqtfinqi (36)

then after some algebra we obtain

2irV2

P{k: k') = g [nq8(ek+q - ek - huq) + (nq + l)5(ek+q - ek + hcjq)} 5k>,k+q, (37)

where nq is the number of phonons, 6k'^k+q is the delta symbol determines momentum con-

servation law k' = k + q. The energy of polarons is much larger than the energy of acoustic

phonons. Therefore, polarons are almost elastically scattered by acoustic phonons and the term

hujq in the argument of the delta function can be ignored. Indeed, for small q using the relation

huiq — hvsq = Vgy/mpkeT, we can estimate the ratio hujq/keT, where vs is the sound velocity.

For mp ~ 2me, vs ~ 105cm/c and T ~ 200K. we find huq/kBT ~ 2.57 • 1CT2 << 1. Further,

the energy of the absorption and emission phonons is negligible in comparison with the Fermi

energy of polarons ek = ep >> kgT. As is obvious from the above estimation, Tiuiq <<

and we can use the expansion

~ nq = — — — ~ . (38)
exp(nui/kT) 1 nvqnvsq

Substituting Eq. (38) into the Eq. (37) we obtain

^ (39)q ^y nvsq

The total scattering probability of large polarons by acoustic phonons determines the polaron

relaxation time

-^— = J2 P(k, k')[l - cos{k\ k)). (40)
Tp\K) k,

At the elastic scattering of polarons, the vectors k and k' with the angle a between them lie

on the same energy surface. Going in (40) from summation to integration and making some

elementary transformations we obtain

Z I I I \—cosa ) —~5 I h cosa ) sinadaq2dq, (41)
k ) kql \2k )

Z I I I — __ r*r\ c> s\i \ A I ^ _̂ I /1/-11? • v 1 0 1 nr\ r\>rt r\i/~i

Tp{k) irh4vs

where Do is the volume of the unit cell.

Here two spin orientations of polarons are taken into account. The calculation of the integral

(41) gives

WM^ ( 4 2 )
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where pM =
The average relaxation time of polarons is determined from

o

where /o is the distribution function of Fermi particles.

At e 7̂  tp and e = ep we can assume dfo/de = 0 and dfo/de ~ <5(e — ej?), respectively.

Therefore, < rp > is equal to rp(ep).

Then the conductivity and resistivity are determined as

irh4e2npMv2

a = enp,p = —-j- (44)
E2mp(2mp)V

2kBTeF
/2

E2mp(2mp)^
2kBTe/2

and
1 Emp(2mp)^kBTeF

P — ~ — 7A~9 O

a nn eznpMVj

At relatively high temperature (i.e. Tp < T < Tp), the scattering is dominated by acoustic

phonons and the mobility of large polarons decreases with temperature as /j,p ~ \jT. While at

low temperatures T < Tp the scattering of large bipolarons by ionized impurities (or defects) is

the dominated mechanism. This scattering process of large bipolarons can be described by the

Conwell-Weisskopf model of Rutherford scattering from the Coulomb potential

V(r) = M < (46)

where Z\ and Z2 are the charges of the impurity and bipolaron, respectively. The calculation

of the scattering cross-section in the Conwell-Weisskopf approximation [89] gives the following

relation for the relaxation time of bipolarons

r/(e) = r
e / / B rj, T , (47)

( Z Z 2 ) 2 Z 1 { / y 3 Z Z 2 ) 2 ]

where nj is the concentration of the impurities, mg is the mass of bipolarons. The average

relaxation time of bipolarons is calculated from the expression

00 00

< Tj >= Ie^2exp(-e/kBT)Ti(e)de/ f e3/2exp{-e/kBT)de (48)
0 0

The logarithmic term in (47) is nearly constant and in this term t can be relaced by that value

for which the integrand e3exp(—e/kgT) is a maximum. This is true for e = 3kBT. Then from

the Eq. (48) we obtain the following relation

Tl >= ^ ( B ) i n

TT3/2ZlZ2e
2nIln [l + (3eeffkBT/n)/3Z1Z2e

2)2]
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At 3kBTeejfT < n/ Z i ^ e 2 the temperature dependence of the logarithmic term becomes

essential. At eeff ~ 25, nj ~ 0.5 • 1021cm~3, Z\ — \ and Z2 = 2 we can expand the logarithmic

term for T < 350X. In the case Tp < 300/^, the mobility of large bipolarons is given by

The temperature dependence of the resistivity of underdoped and optimally doped HTSC in the

temperature range Tc < T < Tp is expected to be p ~ y/T. At higher temperature T > Tp,

the undressed (i.e. free) carrier exist in these HTSC as well as in overdoped HTSC and the

carrier-carrier interaction seems to be the dominated scattering mechanism. In this case we can

expect the dependence p ~ T 2 above Tp at least in optimally doped and overdoped HTSC.

Indeed, the temperature dependence p ~ T2 was observed at T > 650K in HTSC [73,91]. The

resulting temperature dependence of p in optimally doped HTSC is shown in Fig. 3. The above

temperature dependences of p ~ T (at TF < T < TP) and p ~ T1 /2 (at Tc < T < TF) are in good

agreement with various experimental findings [17,72]. We believe that in the underdoped regime

close to the doping level xC2 (i.e. MIT boundary) the increasing of the insulating (static) stripes

(see below) leads to the semiconductor-like behaviour of the resistivity. Such a temperature

dependence of p was also observed in HTSC [90].

4.4 Magnetic susceptibility

The pseudogap formation in the excitation spectrum of doped HTSC manifests itself also in the

Pauli spin susceptibility which is determined from the relation

^(e)deJ (51)

0

where fhie) — {exp[(Ap + e)/kBT] + I } " 1 is the distribution function of hole polarons, e is their

kinetic energy measured relative to the Fermi energy tp, D(e) is the DOS at the Fermi level,

PB is the Bohr magneton.

After some transformation the Eq. (51) can be written in the form

7
J '

At exp [-(Ap + e)/kBT) < 1 using the expansion {1 + exp [-(AP + e)/kBT]}~2 ~ 1-

2exp [—(Ap + e)/kBT], we have

Xp — / {1 — 2exp [—(Ap + e)/kBT]}exp[—(Ap + e)/kB
r,

= V^kBTexp(-AP/kBT) [l - exp(-Ap/kBT)/V2~\ (53)
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We see that the magnetic susceptibility is decreased exponentially below the polaronic pseudogap

temperature Tp. Now we determine Xp below the BCS-like pairing pseudogap temperature TF

from the relation
00

| ( e ) ^ d e , (54)

1 - 1
where f(e) = \exp(^e2 + A2

F/kBT) + lj is the Fermi function.

We can transform the Eq. (54) to

{
As is generally known the main contribution to the BCS-like pairing comes from the energy region

close to the Fermi level and D(e) can be replaced by the constant Dp = D(ep). Therefore, the

Eq. (55) after expansion of the expression 1 + exp(—Je2 + AF/kBT)\ in a power series of

y = exp{—Je2 + AF/kBT) may be written as

oo

Xp - 2/i| / exp{-y) [1 - 2exp(-y)} dy =

= 2tx2
Bexp(~AF/kBT) [1 - exp(-AF/kBT)}. (56)

It is abvious that in underdoped and optimally doped HTSC the magnetic susceptibility be-

low the lower crossover temperature Tp decreases also exponentially and faster than above Tp

(see Fig.4). The above results are in good agreement with the experimental observations (see

[12,46,84]).

5 Novel pseudogapped superconducting states

The mechanism of high-Tc superconductivity in doped cuprates has been discussed in terms of

the BCS-like s-, p- and d-wave pairing of carriers [17,21-24], BEC of an ideal BG of r-space

pairs or bipolarons [17,24-26], BEC-BCS crossover [27], spin-charge separation [10,28,29,74,75],

SF condensations of attracting fc-space composite bosons (i.e. cooperons and bipolarons) [50,51]

and AF spin fluctuations [46]. In many theoretical models the main attention had been focused

to different intermediate (i.e. pre-superconducting or precursor) states. There different k- and

r-space pairing mechanisms are discussed. While the true SF condensations (i.e. PC and SPC)

of attracting composite bosons leading to their superconductivity are not at all considered. The

PC of attracting holons has been discussed only in some versions of the RVB models [92,93].

The SPC and PC of attracting cooperons and bipolarons were studied only within the novel

two-stage FBL model [50,51]. In particular, it has been proposed that in conventional supercon-

ductors without (bi)polaronic effects the Cooper-pair formation and the true SF condensation

of attracting cooperons occur simultaneously at the same temperature Tp = TB — Tc [50,53]
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(where Tg is the SF condensation temperature of attracting composite bosons). Therefore, it

is difficult to distinguish the transient (pre-superconducting) BCS and the true SF states of

Cooper pairs. The BCS pairing gap in the excitation spectrum of the conventional supercon-

ductors appears also at Tc. For this reason the BCS theory was quite successful in describing

SC properties of these materials, although it ignores the distinction between the Cooper-pair

formation discribed by BCS order parameter Ap and the true SF condensation of cooperons

described by SF condensate order parameter A# [50]. Nevertheless, the distinction between the

Cooper-pair formation and the SF condensation of cooperons was observed even in conventional

superconductors as the non-zero DOS in the BCS gap [94] and the above-gap structure [95].

The evident inconsistency of the BCS-like pairing models in the description of SC (or SF) states

(i.e. first- and second-order SC or SF phase transitions) was observed both in doped HTSC

[17,36-40] and in 3He [96]. The formation of a pseudogap well above Tc in underdoped and

optimally doped HTSC is also indicative of this. Many theories of the pseudogap based on the

SC fluctuations (see [27,73,78-80]) suggest that the SC gap below Tc evolves smoothly into the

pseudogap above Tc without closing at Tc. However, the second-order SC transition and abrupt

changes (i.e. jumps) of specific heat and other termodynamic parameters at Tc observed in

underdoped and optimally doped HTSC cannot be reconciled with these theories. Moreover,

recent experiments on HTSC show [15,97-99] that the SC gap and the normal state pseudogap

have different origins and coexist below Tc. The coexistence of the pseudogap and the SC gap

below Tc was predicted very early [50,51,53]. The RVB model may also explain these experi-

mental findings. But, other experimental facts show [12,39,69] that the pseudogap observed in

HTSC is not a spin-gap only. Further, it is difficult to describe the normal and state properties

of single-layered cuprates and the origin of the large pseudogap in terms of this model. While

the novel BCS-like pairing of carriers and the opening of the low-energy pairing pseudogap A^

semultaneously both in the charge and spin channel well above Tc predicted first in [50,51,53]

is observed now experimentally as the Bose-type species with charge 2e and diamagnetic effect

above Tc [88]. So, the superconductivity due to the so-called SPC and PC of attracting compos-

ite bosons described by novel two-stage FBL model seems to be a very promising approach to the

problem. The relationship between the pairing pseudogap and the true SC gap in underdoped,

optimally doped and overdoped HTSC is not clear enough at the moment and further studies

within the novel two-stage FBL model are cleary necessary.

5.1 Hamiltonian of Fermi-Bose-liquid

In superconductors (including also 3He) the unpaired and paired Fermi particles can exist (or

coexist) as the FBL. The total Hamiltonian of a mixed FBL system has the form

HFB, (57)
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where Hp and HB are the Hamiltonians of Fermi and Bose subsystems, respectively, HFB is

the interaction between these subsystems.

In a mixed FBL only the total number of particles is conserved and the chemical potential is

determined from iV = NF + 2NB, where Np and NB are the number of Fermi and Bose particles,

respectively. The diagonalization of the Hamiltonian (57) and its subsequent investigation are

very complicated problem. Therefore, there are two different approaches to this problem. First

of these approaches has been proposed in [100,101], where only fermion-boson interaction HFB

is taken into account without interfermion and interboson interactions in Hp and HB- It allows

to obtain the modified BCS-like excitation spectrum of Fermi-liquid which is combined with

the BEC of an ideal BG of r-space pairs. While the second approach has been proposed in

[50,51] where the fermion-fermion and boson-boson interactions are taken into account without

fermion-boson interaction. In this FBL model the upper broad band of fermions (or polarons)

may coexists with the lower relatively narrow band of Bose (or bipolaron) particles. When the

bipolaronic band energy is decreased below the polaronic Fermi level, polarons will flow into it

forming composite bosons. The polaron-bipolaron phase-separation takes place just as the phase

separation in the mixed 3He —4 He system or spin-charge system (in RVB models). This leads

to the novel two-stage FBL scenario of superconductivity. So, the separate consideration of the

Fermi and Bose subsystems with fixed Np and NB is justified. The phase separation can take

place even in conventional superconductors, where there are two different velocities of unpaired

fermions and Cooper pairs. In Fermi systems, superconductivity would emerge in two stages:

first the BCS-like pairing of carriers (e.g. free electrons or holes and polarons) leads to the

formation of the transient or normal state A;-space pairs below Tp and then follows the SF phase

transition at SPC of attracting cooperons below Tg = Tc (e.g. in conventional superconductors

and overdoped HTSC) or follow two successive SF phase transitions (e.g. in underdoped and

optimally doped HTSC) of these composite bosons (i.e. bipolarons) at their attractive PC below

TB and SPC below the characteristic crossover temperature T = TB < TB- In this two-stage

FBL model, a SF Bose-liquid's condensate and excitations are unlike those of an ideal BG of

cooperons and bipolarons discussed in the BCS-like (s-, p- and d-wave) pairing and BEC theories

in which key intercooperon and interbipolaron interactions are fully ignored. We consider the

SF condensation phenomena of composite bosons within the proper boson mean field theory.

We note that the conventional BEC of an ideal BG of any composite or non-composite bosons

is irrelevant to superconductivity (superfluidity)(see [48,50,51,53]).

5.2 Superfluid condensations of attracting composite bosons

The pair Hamiltonian of an attractive Bose system can be written as [50]

[e(k)atak + \^B{k){a+4 + aka_k)] , (58)
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where e(k) = e(k) -fiB + VB(O)pB + XBW, e(k) = h2k2/2mB, AB(k) = (1/fl) £fc, VB{k - k') <

a-fc'Ofc' >, XB(k) = (l/n)Zk>VB(k - k'MBik1), fB(k) =< a+ak >, nB = (1/fi) £ * / B W ,

pb°B is the chemical potential of an BG, a^ and a^ are the boson creation and annihilation

operators, respectively. VB(k — k') is the interboson interaction potential. The Hamiltonian (58)

can be diagonalized by the Bogolubov transformations of Bose operators. After some elementary

transformations, we obtain the excitation spectrum of attracting bosons in the form

EB(k) = Je>(k) - A%(k), (59)

where AB(k), /J,°B and XB(&) a r e determined from the coupled integral equations

[ ^ ] (60)

by means of their self-consistent solution.

At EB(0) = 0 or -\i°B + VB(0)pB + XB(0) = \VB\ = AB(0) the terms of the sums (60) with

k = 0 and k' = 0 should be considered separately according to the procedure proposed in [102].

Further, in order to solve the equations (60) we can approximate the interboson interaction

potential VB(k — k') in the simple separable form as is done in BCS-like pairing theory [50]

[VBR-VBA i fO<e(*) , e(k')
VB(k - * ' ) = < VBR if ZBA < e(k) or e(fe') < ZBR (61)

l 0 ifc(fc), e(k')>£BR,

where ^BA and S,BR are the cutoff parameters for attractive and repulsive parts of the potential

VB(k — k'), respectively.

This approximation allows us to carry out the calculations thoroughly and these detail cal-

culations give us a new insight to the problem of SF condensations or on the basic properties

of a SF Bose-liquid. The quantitative calculations are carried out for £## >> ^BA » |/*s| ~

AB ~ kBTB. Here TB is the mean-field temperature characterizing the appearance or disap-

pearance of a SF condensate order parameter AB. While £,BA characterizes the thickness of a SF

condensation layer including almost all Bose particles. As the main contribution to the AB(k),

NB and XB(^) comes from the small values of k < kA, whereas the large values of k > k& give

small corrections that may be neglected. When two Bose particles in a diluted BG interact with

each other, the binding energy E^ of these particles is determined from the equation

^ ^ = 1 ' ( 6 2 )

where

VB = VBA - VBR [1 + VBRIR}-1 (63)
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From (62) at £BA » Eb we find IR = ^DBln(^BR/^BA), DB = mB/2nh2 and IR ~ DB [S/ZBR -

DB = V2mB /2Tr2fi3 for 2d- and 3d-BG, respectively [50]. Further, the following coupling con-

stants 7B = VBDBV^BA and -yB = VBDB can be introduced for 3d- and 2d-BG, respectively.

5.2.1 Superfluid pair condensation of attracting three- and two-dimensional bosons

We first discuss the PC of attracting 3d and 2d bosons. In (60) going from summation to

integration on e and calculating the integrals we can determine the following critical values of

interboson coupling constants for the appearance of the energy gap ASF — Ji^s ~ ^B m

excitation spectrum of attracting 3d bosons [50]

Yg . 2.404. ^ £ + A + ^BTBEC

V £BA V €

and 2d bosons [92]

7 B = , (65)

where TBEC = 3.31/i2nB /fcgmB is the BEC temperature of an ideal 3d-BG, To =

is the BEC-like temperature of an ideal 2d-BG. The numerical solutions of the coupled integral

equations (60) for 75 > 7^ exhibit only PC of attracting 3d- and 2d-bosons as the second-order

SF phase transitions at T = TB without any features of the order parameter A# below TB-

The SF condensation temperatures of attracting 3d- and 2d-bosons are determined from the

relations [50]
3'2 2 ^ A = 1 (66)

and
rrt

( 6 7 )- exP{-2lB/{2

respectively, where x = TB/TBEC-

The temperature dependences of jJ,B and AB for attractive 3d- and 2d-BG were studied

in [50] for two limit cases T <S TB and T —> TB. In particular, in an attractive 3d-BG the

temperature dependences of p,B and AR near TB have the forms

fiB{T) ~ \jxB{TB)\

and

AB(T) ~ 2\ftB(TB)\V^B~

(68)

where aB = 2(ir3/2
lB/3.912)-0-5(tBA/kBTBEC)0-25.

The temperature dependences of jlB and AB for attractive 3d- and 2d-BG are presented in

Fig.5.
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5.2.2 Superfluid single particle condensation of attracting 3d and 2d composite
bosons

At 7B < 7^ the numerical solutions of the Eqs. (60) by means of the BCS -like approximation

(61) (see [50]) exhibit the second-order SF phase transition at T = TB and then the first-order

SF phase transition at SPC temperature T — TB < Tg, where the energy gap ASF in Es{k)

vanishes both for a 3d-BG and for a 2d-BG. The characteristic SPC temperature TB of attracting

2d bosons is equal to zero (at 75 < 7^). While, in an attractive 3d-Bose system TB ^ 0 and there

AB has the pronounced (at 75 << jB) and some cases (when JB < 7B) not very pronounced

kink-like temperature dependence (Fig.6) near TB. In the limit cases 7B < 7B (strong interboson

coupling) and 7B <C 7B (weak interboson coupling) the characteristic crossover temperatures

TB in a 3d-SF Bose-liquid are close to T = 0 and T = TB, respectively. The temperature

dependences of /2B and AB near the first-order SF phase transition temperature TB < TB

(JB <C 7B) has the form [50]

0.51

i + l 3^ (70)

where b = (7T3 /27B/3.912)-°-5(6WA:BTB)0-2 5 .

In a 3d-SF Bose-liquid the values of 7^ are approximately equal to 2.0, 1.7 and 1.4 for

^BA/ksTBEC — 10,20 and 50, respectively. We emphasize that at 7B < JB the first-order SF

phase transitions SPC«->PC of attracting 3d-bosons occur at T = TB <C TB with TB < TBEC-

While, at 7B -C JB such phase transitions take place near TB with TBEC < TB < TB.

At 7B <S 7 B the energy gap A S F in the excitation spectrum of attracting 3d bosons appears

some below TB (i.e. above TB) and its quantity is determined from the relation [50]

rp \ 0.5"

»B{TB)\ aB 1 - (71)

For 7B < 7B the energy gap As^ always exists in the excitation spectrum of attracting 2d

bosons at T > 0 [92] and its quantity is expected to be larger than such a gap in the excitation

spectrum of attracting 3d bosons. The presence or absence of this energy gap in the excitation

spectrum of attracting 3d and 2d bosons determines the structure of the SF states both in

superconductors and in quantum liquids.

5.3 Relationship between the pairing pseudogap and the true superfluid con-
densate gap in high-Tc superconductors

To determine the origin and the nature of the normal and SC states both in conventional

superconductors and in HTSC first of all we should understand properly the physical essence

of the pairing order parameter A/r, the SF condensate order parameter A B and the energy

gap ASF in the excitation spectrum of a SF Bose-liquid in different cases. As the relationship

between the low-energy pseudogap Ap and the SC gaps AB and A S F undoubtedly plays an
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important role in establishing possible scenarios of superconductivity in doped HTSC as well as

in determining the nature of the novel normal and SC states in these materials.

5.3.1 Two possible Fermi-Bose-liquid scenarios of novel superconductivity and
their experimental evidences

In Fermi systems (all superconductors and 3ife are the same), the novel superconductivity (su-

perfluidity) results from the coexistence of two distinct order parameters Ap and A# which char-

acterize the attracting fermion pairs and composite boson pairs, respectively. The coexistence

of the order parameter A.F and Ag predicted first in [50,53] and observed now experimentally

in [15,97-99] is the main criterion for the appearance of superconductivity (superfluidity) in any

Fermi systems. In Fermi systems two types of novel superconductivity can be realized by two

FBL scenarios [50,51]. One of these FBL scenarios is realized in so-called fermion superconduc-

tors (FSC), where the formation of A>space pairs and the SF condensation of these composite

bosons occur at the same temperature Tc = Tp = Tg. Another FBL scenario of novel supercon-

ductivity is realized in so-called boson superconductors (BSC), where the formation of fc-space

pairs and the SF condensation of these composite bosons take place at different temperatures

T = Tp > Tg = Tc and T = TB = Tc. The doped cuprates and other superconductors (including

low-Tc, organic and heavy fermion superconductors) can be classified either as the FSC or as

the BSC [50,51]. When in superconductors the SF condensation or SC transition temperature

Tc is determined by the depairing temperature Tp of bound fermions, these systems are called

as the FSC. However, if in superconductors the SC transition temperature is determined by the

SF condensation temperature TB of composite bosons, these systems are called as the BSC.

In BSC (i.e. underdoped and optimally doped HTSC) the strong carrier-phonon interactions

(or (bi)polaronic effects) are responsible for the separation of the pair formation temperature

TF and SF condensation temperature TB = Tc. There two crossover temperatures TP and Tp

exist above Tc, whereas another crossover temperature TB would exist below Tc. In BSC the

BCS-like pairing pseudogap Ap opens in Ep{k) well above Tc and persists in the SC state,

while the true SC (i.e. SF condensate) gap AB appears only below Tc within the low-energy

pseudogap Ap (Fig.7) [50]. So, the pairing pseudogap Ap is different from the SC gap A#

in its origin. This pseudogap opening above Tc smoothly evolves into the SC state pseudogap

and it is not a precursor to the SC gap. In contrast, the existing theories of the pseudogap

in cuprates based on the SC phase fluctuations and BC.--BEC crossover scenarios erroneously

suggest that the normal-state pseudogap has the same origin as the SC gap. They in doing

so currently assert that the SC gap below Tc evolves smoothly into the pseudogap above Tc.

However, recent experiments [15,18,97-99,103] confirm our above presented results and earlier

predictions [50,51,53], and disagree with the conclusions of the SC phase fluctuation and BCS-

BEC crossover models as well as with the composite gap J A2
SC + ApG models (where any

pseudogap Ape is assumed).
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With weakening of the (bi)polaronic effects, Tp approaches T% and merges with the Tc in

FSC (i.e. overdoped HTSC) in which the low-energy BCS-like pairing pseudogap exists only

below Tc but the high-energy non-pairing polaronic pseudogap can exist above Tc. Indeed, many

experimental results [8,9,15,17,18,37,38] confirm also this physical picture in overdoped HTSC.

The quantity of the pairing pseudogap Ap may be larger or smaller than the SC gap Ag (Fig.7)

depending on the doping level or strength of the carrier-phonon interactions. At Ap > Ag the

SC gap is manifested as the non-zero DOS in the BCS-like pairing pseudogap Ap. Further,

the excitations of a 3d-SF Bose-liquid at A 5 F = 0 (or T < TB) and ASF ^ 0 (or T > TB)

are manifested as the non-zero DOS in the bottom (i.e. zero-bias conductance peak (ZBCP))

and inside of the BCS-like energy gap Ap (e.g. splitting of ZBCP). These key features of SF

condensate gap AB and low-energy gap ASF were also clearly observed in HTSC [37,43,44].

According to the above presented SF Bose-liquid model the energy gap ASF increases under

the magnetic field and appears above TB ~ 0.7Tc (at 75 << 7*) (see [50]). Recent by of the

suppression of ZBCP by the applied magnetic fields [104] and its disappearance at T ~ 0.7Tc [105]

were observed in accordance with our predictions. Such anomalous SC state properties cannot

be understood properly within the BCS-like s-, p- and d-wave pairing models. In particular,

the gapless superconductivity in all superconductors and superfluidity in 3He are caused by the

gapless excitation spectrum of 3d composite bosons at T < TB and not by the presence of point

or line nodes of the BCS-like gap AF assumed in some p- and d-wave pairing models. The

PC->SPC phase transition at T = T*B < Tc both in HTSC and in 3He is accompanied by the

vanishing of the gap ASF- It is another SF (or SC) phase transition. So, in HTSC two types of

SC (or SF) states can be formed as the A- and B-phases just as in 3He [96] and heavy-fermion

superconductors [106].

The first-order SPC—>PC phase transition in an attractive 3d-BG of composite bosons can

take place in BSC at 7s << 7jj. It is accompanied by radical changes of many SC parameters

and should be manifested as the A-like jumps in specific heat and the kink-like temperature

dependences of the critical magnetic fields Hc\, Hc and HC2 (see [50]). Indeed, the first-order

SC phase transition and the anomalies of SC parameters were observed at T = (0.4 — 0.8)Tc

in HTSC [40-42,107,108]. The first-order SC phase transition or SPC->PC phase transition in

an attractive 3d-BG leads to the opening of the energy gap As^ in the excitation spectrum of

attracting 3d composite bosons at T > TB with the half-integer h/4e magnetic flux quantization.

We emphasize that the energy gap ASF opening in the excitation spectrum of a 2d-SF Bose-

liquid at T > 0 is always larger than such a gap opening in the excitation spectrum of a

3d-SF Bose-liquid at T > Tg [50,51]. For this reason, the half-integer h/4e magnetic flux

quatum should be manifested much better in the 3d-2d crossover region (e.g. grain boundaries

in HTSC) than in the 3d region. Indeed, such h/4e magnetic flux quantum was observed in the

grain boundaries and in thin films of some HTSC [13]. Further, in BSC the second-order SC

phase transition at T# = Tc predicted our SF Bose-liquid model is the A-like phase transition,
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but not the step-like BCS-like one. This distinctive feature of the SC phase transition is also

observed in HTSC, organic and heavy-fermion superconductors (see [50]). In the weak coupling

FSC, the SC energy gap A# may be larger than the pairing pseudogap AF (see below) and

it can be manifested as the above-gap structure. Such an above-gap structure was observed

in conventional superconductors [95]. We believe that A# can be also observed in heavily

overdoped HTSC as the above-gap structure. Apparently, in some FSC (e.g. heavily overdoped

HTSC and conventional superconductors) with JB << 1, the energy gap A$F in Es{k) appears

near Tg = Tc, where ASF > AF and both the second-order pre-superconducting BCS-type

transition and the true SC phase transition take place simultaneously with the step-like jump

of the specific heat.

5.3.2 Relationship between the pairing pseudogap and the true SC gap and their
doping dependences

We now examine the relationship between the BCS-like pairing pseudogap Af and the SF

condensate gap A# as a function of the doping concentration and find the basic and distinctive

regularities of the pseudogap formation and the true SC transition phenomena in underdoped,

optimally doped and overdoped HTSC. In order to find the doping dependence of the BCS- like

pairing pseudogap
E b B + hU>D C7*>\

(72)sinh \l/DF{n)VF

we can approximate the DOS in a simple form [50]

LjEp II € *C CF / V ^
0, otherwise.

Further, for simplicity, we restrict ourselves to the case when VF is doping independent. Then

we can find the approximate doping dependences of the pseudogap AF in the form

(74))
sinh

As can be seen AF decreases rapidly with increasing carrier (polaron) concentration n. At

n > nC2 we consider the doping dependences of the SC order parameter A^ within the above

boson mean-field theory. As n is increased from nC2, the thickness (BA of the condensation

layer (£BA = 0 for n < nC2) including almost all Bose particles gradually increases, while

VB would decrease. So, we can assume that VB>/£BA is almost doping in dependent up to

n0. Then in an attractive 3d-BG the effective interboson coupling strenght JB depends on

the DOS of composite bosons DB and increases with increasing n#. As the effective mass

of interacting bosons m*B = TUB [1 — ^BVB(0) /^B^]~ 1 [50] increases with increasing ro#. The

relation As — UBVBA holds for the weak interboson coupling 7# << j*B [109]. Numerical

calculations show [50] that the ratio 2AB//C#TB ~ 7B- SO, as the doping concentration n (or

TIB) is increased from roC2, the increasing of the interboson coupling strenght JB and the SF
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condensate order parameter AB ~ ^B^BTB is expected towards the optimal doping level n0.

For 7B << 1*B, the Eq. (66) can be reduced to the following relation

TB ~ TBEC [l + lA23lB^/kBTB/^BAj , (75)

where

T*BEC = TBEC [1 - nBVB(0)/ZBR]. (76)

As can be seen from this relation, TB approaches TBEC when n (or nB) —>• nci- It is reasonable

to assume that, in the overdoped regime, VB would decrease faster than in the optimally doped

region rises < n < nu (where rises corresponds to the begining of the strong coupling BCS-

like pairing regime) and -jB becomes almost doping independent for n > n0. Therefore, the

decreasing of TB and AB can be expected for n > n0. The doping dependences of the pairing

pseudogap Ap and the true SC gap Asc — Ag are schematically summarized in Fig.8, where

Ap always decreases with increasing doping concentration n, whereas AB first would increase

in the doping range nC2 < n < no and then decreases for n > n0. At n > no the decreasing trend

of As is expected to be slower than the exponential decreasing of Ap. As a consequence, two

curves Ajp(n) and As{n) would cross at some heavily overdoped level n = n* > n0 (Fig.8). In

underdoped (n < nBcs), optimally doped (nBcs < n < no) and some overdoped (n0 < n < n*)

regions, the relationship Ap > AB can be expected and the vanishing of a SF condensate (or

AB) does not lead to the disappearing of bound fermion pairs (or Ap). In these doping regions,

the SC gap AB should appears inside the pairing pseudogap Ap (Fig.7a) as was observed in

[15,97-99]. However, at n > n*, the SC gap As becomes larger than the pairing pseudogap Ap

(Fig.7b), so that the composite bosons (i.e. Cooper pairs) and their SF condensate disappear

simultaneously at the optical and thermal excitation as well as under the magnetic field H = Hc.

In this case the BCS-like pairing gap Ap just as in conventional superconductors serves as the

pseudo-SC gap " Age'"'• While the true SC gap AB can be observed in some experiments as

the above-gap structure in the heavily overdoped HTSC. The ratio 2AB/kBTB increases with

increasing n from nC2 and slowly tends to the value 2 (see [50]). The doping dependences of the

reduced gaps 2AF/kBTF, 2AF/kBTc, 2AB/kBTc and 2"ASc'7fcBTc are shown in Fig.9. These

results are also consistent with various experimental findings [18,72].

6 Formation of the static and dynamic stripe phases

The next key issue is the stripe formation in underdoped HTSC. The solution of this problem

may provide a clue to determine the high-Tc mechanism. Various experiments on underdoped

and even optimally doped HTSC with x = 0.06 - 0.12 have shown [3,17,31-34] that these

HTSC exhibit charge-ordered phases or so-called stripe phases which continuously connect the

insulating and metallic or SC phases. The nature of the static and dynamic stripes in underdoped

HTSC is not fully understood.
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We now turn to the stripe formation in the underdoped HTSC. We argue that the com-

petitive localization and delocalization processes of carriers lead to their segregation with the

formation of carrier-poor and carrier-rich domains in underdoped HTSC and even in some opti-

mally doped HTSC (when Ep > O.leF). These segregated domains are manifested as the static

(i.e. insulating) and dynamic (metallic or SC) stripes. The above results (see Tables 1 and 2)

show that the (bi)polaron-induced MIT occurs in the doping range xc2 < x < XBCS-, where the

stripe phases intervening between the insulating (x < xc2 or n < nC2) and metallic (x > XBCS)

phases are formed. Various experimental results [31-34] indicate that the MIT in LSCO and

other HTSC are driven by such stripe formation in the doping range 0.06 < x < 1/8. In a dilute

polaronic Fermi-gas the Cooper-like pairing leads to the formation of bound polaron pairs with

the binding energy

\exp(l/DFVF) -

It is clear that this binding energy of fc-space pairs or bipolarons may approach to the binding

energy of r-space pairs EbB+hu> but cannot exceed it. In this case the crossover from k- to r-space

pairing regime takes place at DFVF — 0.92. While, in the strong coupling BCS-like pairing, the

binding energy of A;-space polaron pairs 2/S.p may approach also to the effective binding energy

of r-space bipolarons E^B + ^ - Then according to (33) the crossover from k- to r-space pairing

regime occurs at DFVF — 0.7. This is often discussed (see [17,27]) as the crossover from the

weak-coupling BCS-type superconductivity to the strong-coupling superconductivity described

by a BEC of an ideal BG of pre-formed pairs (i.e. r-space pairs). Unlike this conventional

crossover scenario our crossover scenario from k- to r-space pairing regime decribes the smooth

MIT and it is unrelated to superconductivity. The strong coupling A:-space pairing regime is

avialable from DFVF ~ 0.7 or n = UBCS ix = XBCS) to DpVp ~ 1 or n = nC2 {x = xc2).

Hence the continuous MIT and the stripe formation are expected for DFVF — 0.7 - 1.0. The

doping dependence of the BCS-like coupling constant has the form DFVF ~ n~2/3 or x~2/3.

Then , we find (xc2/xBCs)2/3 = DFVF = 0.7 or xBCS ^ 1.7xc2. For xc2 = 0.07 (see Tables 1,2)

we obtain XBCS —0.12 which is very close to the "magic" doping x — 1/8 observed in HTSC

[31-34]. The BCS-like pairing of polarons occur in the carrier-rich domains, whereas the r-space

pairing of polarons takes place in the carrier-poor domains. The bipolaronic insulator(BI)-to-

bipolaronic metal (BM) transition in some domains leads to the formation of the metallic (at

T > Tc) or SC (at T < Tc) stripes, while the BM-to-BI transition in other domains leads to the

formation of the insulating or static stripes. At T —> 0 a MIT is manifested as a superconductor-

insulator transition which is driven by boson (i.e. bipolaron) localization but not by fermion

localization (cf. [35]). In BSC the formation of static stripes (with immobile r-space bipolarons)

at x < XBCS — 1/8 is accompanied by the depletion of dynamic stripes (with mobile fc-space

bipolarons). It leads to the observed suppression of Tc at x < XBCS — 1/8 in underdoped HTSC.

Above TF large bipolarons dissociate into two unpaired polarons and polaronic stripes are formed
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in the temperature range TF < T < Tp. Above Tp the carriers are quasi-free particles and they

are uniformly distributed. So, the self-trapping of carriers due to the strong electron-phonon

interactions is responsible for the stripe formation in underdoped HTSC and the strong carrier

localization leads to the formation of the (bi)polaronic insulating phases (i.e. static stripes). In

this regard, the stripe formation is competing with the pseudogap formation and with the SC

phase transition. Recent experimental results [14] speak well for the competitive relationship

between the stripe formation and the pseudogap formation.

As can be seen from the above results, the stripe formation is well described on the basis of

a large (bi)polaron picture. The nearly small (bi)polarons metalize and become SC carriers at

higher doping level. If these polarons have Ep > O.leF, the MIT occurs at x > 0.15 and the

superconductivity driven by the nearly small bipolarons appears also at x > 0.15. In a 2&-CuOi

layer of doped cuprates, the dimer-type small O|~ bipolarons can be formed with double-well

potentials [50]. We believe that such bipolarons may form Bose-glass phase in some HTSC at

low temperature. Apparently, the Bose-glass phase observed in LSCO is caused by the off-center

configurations of small O\~ bipolarons.

7 Generic and relevant electronic phase diagrams

The puzzling normal and SC states of doped HTSC and all their anomalous properties can

be understood properly in terms of the generic and relevant temperature-doping (T - x) phase

diagrams. Many theoretical [10,17,46,50,51,74,75,79] and experimental [2,7-9,11,14,27,39,69] T -

x phase diagrams have been proposed. However, general consensus on T — x phase diagrams

of doped HTSC has not yet emerged. So, the problem of the generic and relevant T — x phase

diagrams is still unresolved. The rich T — x phase diagrams which are observed in different

experiments, should be accounted for by any consistent theory. We discuss the T — x phase

diagrams of doped HTSC within the above developed theory of large (bi)polarons and the

FBL theory of novel superconductivity. The above presented theory of impurity (or defect)

centers and large r-space (bi)polarons predicts the existence possibility of the AF insulator phase

below T/v, (for x < xc\). the bipolaronic insulator phase below Tp — EIBI^B (for x < X&),

polaronic insulator phase below Tp ~ Ep/k,B (for x < xc-i) and ordinary metallic phase above

Tp. At x < xC2 the crossover temperatures Tp and Tp are nearly doping independent. The

superconductivity appears at x > xC2 and the above two distinct FBL scenarios lead to the nearly

inverse-parabolic doping dependence of Tc [50] (cf. experimental results [2,8,9,14,72,110]). As

the SF condensation temperature Tg first increases nearly as ~ nB' (for a 3d-BG) and ~ UB

(for a 2d-BG) and goes through a maximum at n = no and then decreases at n > n0 [50]. While,

the crossover temperatures Tp and TF would always decrease with increasing n (or x) from nC2

(or xC2). We believe that the polarons in doped HTSC can be formed with slightly different Ep

due to the structure inhomogeneities with different e^ and EQ- Therefore, at Ep < 0.07eF the
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three curves Tp(x), TF{X) and TB{X) in T — x phase diagram of LSCO can cross near x = x0.

Then the polaronic quantum critical point xp ~ 0.20 corresponding to the polaronic metal (PM)-

to-normal metal transition lies hidden (see Fig. 10a) under the SC transition temperature Tc.

While, at Ep > 0.07eF the upper curve Tp{x) crossing the lower curve Tp(x) in the heavily

overdoped region (Fig.lOb) and ending in the polaronic quantum critical point xv ~ 0.24 lies

away from xo. The above physical picture seems to be relevant and characteristic for other

doped cuprates. Two generic and relevant T — x phase diagrams of LSCO obtained by us on the

basis of the above large (bi)polaron formation scenarios are presented in Fig. 10. These results

are fully consistent with experimental findings [2,11,14,16,17,39,72].

8 Conclusions

We have demonstrated that the understanding of the unusual normal and SC state properties

of doped HTSC requires the novel theoretical approaches combining strong coupling, normal-

state pairing and true SF condensation effects, 3d properties and going beyond the scope of

the conventional Mott-Hubbard band formalism, Landau Fermi-liquid model, BCS-like pairing

model of carriers (at Tc) and BEC model of an ideal BG of r-space pairs. In particular, we have

shown that the strong electron-phonon interactions or (bi)polaronic effects, which without any

doubt are present in these materials, determine the basic trends of the formation of anomalous

insulating and metallic states in lightly doped, underdoped, optimally doped and even overdoped

HTSC. The continuum theory of extrinsic and intrinsic carrier self-trapping has been employed

to examine the electronic states of the doped holes in HTSC. Our calculations show that in LSCO

and other doped HTSC the hydrogen-like impurity (or defect) centers with trapped carriers can

be formed due to the suppression of the carrier-phonon interactions near the impurity (or defect)

by the short-range defect potential. As the temperature and doping are increased, the ionization

of these impurity (or defect) centers occur and the liberated carriers are self-trapped immediately

in a deformable lattice with the formation of r-space large D or nearly small L (bi)polarons due

to the strong short- and long-range carrier-lattice interactions between the impurity sites. We

have found that in lightly doped HTSC (i.e. xc\ < x < X&) the PI and BI states are formed

below the characteristic crossover temperatures Tp and Tp, respectively. At very low doping

level (x < xc\) these (bi)polaronic insulating states are formed above the Neel temperature

(Fig. 10). The novel insulating states of lightly doped HTSC can be understood properly within

the large D (bi)polaron model. It is reasonable to assume that the large D polarons form a

superlattice as x increares to xC2 and the (bi)polaronic mechanism for the MIT can take place

in LSCO and other hole-doped HTSC at the overlapping of the in-gap polaronic band with the

valence band. We have obtained the proper criterion for the MIT within the large D (bi)polaron

model. As x moves through xC2 the (bi)polaronic insulating states evolve into the BM and

PM states in the underdoped (xC2 < x < XBCS) and optimally doped {XBCS < x < xo)
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regions as well as the (bi)polaronic insulating gaps evolve into the large polaronic and small

bipolaronic pseudogaps in the excitation spectrum of HTSC. We have demonstrated that these

two (bi)polaronic pseudogaps opening in the normal state of underdoped and optimally doped

HTSC at the crossover temperatures Tp and Tp above Tc are observed as the large and small

pseudogaps in the excitation spectrum of these HTSC in different experiments above Tc. Our

quantitative analysis are carried out on the basis of the FBL model. We have found that

the small BCS-like pairing pseudogap exist above Tc only in underdoped and optimally doped

HTSC but the large non-pairing polaronic pseudogap can exist even in some overdoped HTSC

(Fig. 10). Unlike the conventional superconductors, the underdoped and optimally doped HTSC

have three types of metallic states above Tc: (i) ordinary gap less metallic state (above Tp);

(ii) pseudogapped polaronic (below Tp) and (iii) pseudogapped bipolaronic (below TF) metallic

states. Therefore, the anomalous metallic properties of these materials above Tc are consistently

explained in terms of the (bi)polaronic pseudogap phenomena which are descibed by the novel

FBL theory [50,51]. The FBL model predicts the existence of a degenerate polaronic Fermi-

gas (in the temperature range TF < T < Tp) and a non-degenerate bipolaronic BG (in the

temperature range Tc < T < TF) in underdoped and optimally doped HTSC. The anomalous

optical, transport, magnetic and other physical properties of these HTSC observed in the normal

state result from the formation of the polaronic pseudogap (below Tp) and the BCS-like pairing

(bipolaronic) pseudogap (below TF). We argue that the large r- and k-space (bi)polarons as well

as quasi-free carriers and cooperons are relevant carriers in doped HTSC. In Fermi systems, first

the BCS-like (s-, p- and d-wave) pairing of carriers above Tc or at Tc leads to the formation of

two-fermion composite bosons (cooperons and bipolarons) and then the successive transitions

of these bosons to the SF states at PC below Tc = TB and SPC below T = T*B < Tc lead

to the formation of the true SC states. These successive BCS-like second-order transition (at

TF > Tc) (for which there is experimental evidence in [111] with Tp = 229K) and second-order

SF transition (at Tc = Tg) and first-order SF transition (at TB < Tg) are described by the two-

stage FBL model of novel superconductivity. So, the novel superconductivity results from the

coexistence of two distinct order parameters A^ and Ag, characterizing attracting fermion pairs

and composite boson pairs, respectively. The coexistence of the order parameters AF and A#

leads to the novel superconductivity by two FBL scenarios. One of these scenarios is realized in

so-called FSC and the other takes place in BSC. As discussed above, the pairing pseudogap Ap

and the SC gap A# have quite different origins. This is confirmed now experimentally [15,18,97-

99]. The doping dependences of A^ and A# are also quite different and these distinctive doping

dependences of the pairing pseudogap and the SC gap are consistent well with the experimental

results [18]. There is no any anomaly below Tp in the temperature dependence of the BCS-like

order parameter Af. In contrast, for 75 -C j B the temperature dependence of the SC order

parameter A# has strongly pronounced kink-like feature at TB <TB — Tc. Such a feature of the

SC order parameter and first-order SC phase transition can be observed experimentally in BSC
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(i.e. underdoped and optimally doped HTSC). So far, the first-order SC phase transition was

observed in some experiments [40-42]. We have shown that the non-zero DOS in the BCS-like

pairing gap A/r and in the bottom of this gap observed as the ZBCP and low-bias conductance

peak are caused by the absence of the low-energy gap ASF m the excitation spectrum of a 3d-SF

Bose-liquid and by the presence of the another low-energy SC gap As inside the small pairing

pseudogap AF- AS we have discussed before [50], various experiments speak well for two distinct

SC transitions at Tc\ = TB and Tci = TB, two A-like jumps of the specific heat and two lines

which intersect both the HC\{T) and the HC2(T) curve at some characteristic temperature or

upward curvature (or kink-like features) of the Hcx(T) and HC2(T) below Tc (see [50]). The above

experimental results have provided evidences for the validity of the two-stage FBL theory (in

particular, the theory of fluctuationless BCS-like pairing of carriers above Tc and the theory of

SF condensation of attracting composite bosons) and the 3d-superconductivity in doped HTSC.

With descreasing 75 from 7^, the temperature Tg of the first-order SPC-PC of attracting

composite bosons shifts towards Tg = Tc and the splitting of the SC (or SF) phase transition

decreases and becomes impossible to observe at 75 <C 1 (e.g. in conventional superconductors

and overdoped HTSC). Such a shifting of two SC (or SF) transition temperatures Tc2 and TC2

towards each other with increasing x from xo can be also observed in HTSC (with 3d composite

bosons) just as it was observed in heavy-fermion superconductors (under the magnetic field)

[106] and in 3if e (at decreasing of the pressure) [96]. In contrast, in HTSC with 2d composite

bosons and T^ = 0 the second SC phase transition at TC2 ^ 0 is absent. As in this case the SPC

of attracting 2d composite bosons is possible only at T = Tg = 0, while the PC of these bosons

takes place in the temperature range 0 < T < TB = Tc. The PC of attracting 3d- and especially

2d composite bosons should be manifested as the half-integer h/4e magnetic flux quantization

in HTSC. So far, the magnetic flux quantum h/4e was observed in the grain boundaries and in

thin films of some HTSC. Such a magnetic flux quantum can be also observed in 3d region of

doped HTSC by using the sensitive experimental methods.

We discussed the stripe formation in the underdoped HTSC (xC2 < x < xgcs) o n the basis

of the large D (bi)polaron model and the strong coupling BCS-like pairing model of such D

polarons. It is found that the formation of the static stripes is associated with the formation of

large r-space immobile (bi)polarons at x < XBCS — 1/8 and the suppression of Tc is caused by

the depletion of the dynamic stripes containing mobile large D (bi)polarons.

We have obtained the generic and relevant T — x phase diagrams of HTSC on the basis of

the large (bi)polaron formation scenarios. The possible changes of the crossover temperatures

(Tp, Tf and Tc) and quantum critical points (XCI,XC2,XBCS,XO and xp) in these phase diagrams

as a function of the binding energies of large D (bi)polarons are discussed. We have shown that

T — x phase diagrams and possible crossover temperatures and quantum critical points in these

phase diagrams are consistent with the existing experimental T — x phase diagrams. We believe

the theory presented here based on the continuum model of extrinsic and intrinsic carrier self-
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trapping, tight-binding models and the novel two-stage FBL model of superconductivity is the

consistent and adequate approach to the problem of the normal and SC states of doped HTSC.

This theory explains without any difficulty a wide variety of phenomena and may provide a clear

and complete understanding of the basic normal and SC state properties of HTSC in the lightly

doped, underdoped, optimally doped and overdoped regions.

Finally, we summarize key results and formulate the basic principles of the theory of novel

normal and SC states in doped HTSC as follows.

1. The strong electron-phonon interactions are the characteristic for doped HTSC and other

oxides and they are the main driving forces for the formation of the novel insulating, metallic

and SC states in these materials.

2. Large (bi)polarons are the relevent carriers in underdoped, optimally doped and some

overdoped HTSC with EQC/EO < 0.1, while quasi-free carriers and cooperons exist in overdoped

HTSC.

3. The insulating state of doped HTSC is determined by the (bi)polaronic energy gaps and

not by the Mott-Hubbard gap.

4. The metal-insulator transition in doped HTSC is the new (bi)polaron (i.e. electron-

phonon)-induced metal-insulator transition and not correlation-induced Mott transition.

5. The large polaronic and small BCS-like pairing (bipolaronic) pseudogaps exist in the

excitation spectrum of underdoped and optimally doped HTSC both above Tc and below Tc,

while the large polaronic pseudogap can exist in some overdoped HTSC, where the binding

energy Ep of large polarons larger than 0.07eV.

6. The polaronic quantum critical point between the Landau and non-Landau Fermi-liquid

states exists in LSCO at the doping level xp < 0.20 (for Ev < 0.07eV) or x > 0.20 (for

Ep > 0.07eF) at which the large polaronic pseudogap temperature Tp falls to zero within the

SC region of the T — x phase diagrams.

7. Both the polaronic pseudogap and the BCS-like pairing pseudogap (opening simultane-

ously in the charge and spin channels) is not a precursor to the SC gap. The BCS-like pairing

pseudogap and the SC gap have quite different origins (or symmetries) and they are related

to different phenomena (i.e. BCS-like pairing of carriers and SF condensation of two-fermion

composite bosons).

8. The novel superconductivity in any Fermi systems results from the coexistence of the

BCS-like pairing pseudogap and the true SC gap. There the emerging of superconductivity is

possible at the SF single particle and pair condensation of attracting composite bosons (i.e.

bipolarons and cooperons) but not at the pairing of carriers (electrons or holes).

9. The SF single particle and pair condensation of attracting composite bosons leading to

the formation of two novel SC (or SF) states are quite different from the conventional BEC of

an ideal Bose-gas.

10. The superconductivity (or superfluidity) is peculiar only to a Bose-liquid but not to a
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Fermi-liquid and to an ideal Bose-gas.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

1. The doping dependences of the BCS-like pairing pseudogap temperature Tp in LSCO.

2. The temperature dependences of the high-energy polaronic and low-energy BCS-like

pseudogaps: (a) for underdoped and optimally doped HTSC and (b) for overdoped HTSC.

3. The temperature dependence of the resistivity of optimally doped HTSC.

4. The temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility of underdoped and optimally

doped HTSC.

5. The temperature dependences of /t£ and AB at -fB > JB: (a) f°r a 3d- BG and (b) for a

2d- BG.

6. The temperature dependences of p,B and A# for a 3d- BG: (a) at JB < 7B
 an<^ (b) at

7b << 7s-

7. The temperature dependences of the pairing pseudogap Ap and the true SC gap AB- (a)

for underdoped and optimally doped HTSC; and (b) for heavily overdoped HTSC.

8. The doping dependences of the pairing pseudogap and the true SC gap in HTSC.

9. The doping dependences of the reduced pseudogaps 2Ap/kBTp, 2Ap/kBTc, SC gap

2AB/kBTc and BCS-like pseudo SC gap TASclkBTc in HTSC.

10. The generic and relevant T — x phase diagrams of LSCO determined from the formation

scenarios of large (bi)polarons: (a) for Ep < 0.07eF and (b) Ep > 0.07eF.
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